
Donner Party™

a game for 2 to 5 players of good taste

Donner Party is about some ill-fated settlers
and the disaster that befell them in late
1846. You take the role of leading one of the
encampments after they were stranded in a
blizzard in early November. Unable to forge
ahead or retreat to lower elevation, you are
trapped for the winter with inadequate food
and shelter, and will likely resort to murder
and cannibalism to stay alive. Good times.

Goal
Your goal is to have the largest number 
of surviving Settlers when rescue finally 
arrives, but not have the highest amount of
Shame for the actions you took to stay alive
that long.

Components
There are Settlers, Forage, and Action
cards, and Bid and Shame cards.

Settlers: These are named for 
individuals, but in reality each one
represents several people. For 
instance, the Donner family by 
itself (3 cards in the game) was 4
adults and 11 children, and their 
encampment had 7 people above
and beyond just the Donners.

A Settler card has two game stats:
Health (lower right) and age (upper
right). If age is the only item in the
upper right it means historically,
that person survived. Otherwise:

age at the time of the disaster

died of exposure or starvation

died of injury or accident

was murdered

was cannibalized

For instance, poor George injured his hand
in late October, his arm was gangrenous to
the shoulder by the time he died in March
the next year, and while it unclear who ate
the remaining good parts, he was food for
someone.

Settlers who were not one of the major
families will have gray backgrounds.
Settlers have a Healthy side (white Health)
and a Weakened side (black Health). 

Forage cards: They have a month on one
side and a Food value and/or a special
game effect on the other. They stack
chronologically, but each game will have a
different mix. Just like the Donners, you
never know how long it will take for 
rescue or how bad the weather will be.

Action cards: These cards are desperate
measures, bad luck and good luck, and are
based on real events.

Shame cards: These small cards are drawn
as a result of most Actions and are kept
face-down pile. They have varying values,
but you do not get to look at them until the
game is over, so you never know exactly
how much you have accumulated.

Setup
Each player gets a 
set of 3 Settlers that 
represents one of the 
encampments (cards   
with the same last 
name and a unique 
color). Then draw 2   
random gray Settlers.
Take care of any
game start conditions
Settlers have (like 
George) and place 
your Settlers in front 
of you from oldest to   
youngest.

Each player gets 1 Jerky card from the 
Forage cards from October 1846, and the
remainder of the cards for October are 
removed from play. For each of November
through March, set aside 2 Forage cards
per player, (e.g. a 3-player game has 6
cards from each month). Stack these up in
chronological order.

Give each player a set of four Bid cards
(numbered from zero to 3). Make sure the
Shame cards are face-down, then shuffle 
up the Action cards. Set them in separate
piles, and make a space available as a
‘Graveyard’.
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Round sequence
Each round has a ‘Party Leader’, who starts
play and serves as a tiebreaker. The Party
Leader passes to the left after each round,
and the player with the oldest Settler is the
Party Leader in the first round. A Settler is
an individual card, a Party is your group 
of Settlers. A round of Donner Party is a 
Forage step, a Bid step and a Hunger step. 

Rules to remember:
•You cannot share food. You can play

cards giving other Parties a temporary
Food bonus, but you cannot give or trade
them your Forage cards. 

•Weakened is forever. A Settler who is
Weakened will never recover from that
reduced level.

•The Forage discards do not ‘make
change’. If you end up with more Food
than you need to stave off hunger, that’s
just too bad.

Forage step
Every round there will be
some number of Forage
cards drawn, as a whole
and as a family. Starting
with the Party Leader,
each player draws 1 
Forage for each full 5
points of Health in their
party. Some Forage cards
have actions that happen
when drawn and these
must be revealed, so cards are drawn one
at a time. These are Final Rescue, Blizzard,
and Bad Weather. Other cards are your 
personal Foraging and kept secret.

Foraging represents not just going out and
hunting and cutting firewood, but also 
cooking and taking care of the children, 
so it is not an effort for just the men. Even
the children caught and ate field mice that
made the mistake of coming into their 
cabins or tents.

After all players have drawn, the Party
Leader draws and places communal 
Forage cards in the center of the play area.
This is the number of surviving players,
minus 1 (e.g. if 4 players are still in the
game, communal Forage is 3 cards). This is 
always at least 1 Forage card (unless there
is a Blizzard or Bad Weather), and the first
of these is always played face-down, so
players have to bid on it sight unseen.

Bid step
Each player has four Bid cards with 
values of 0 through 3. You can bid on the
Forage cards in the center of the play area
by putting one Bid card face-down in front
of you and when all players are ready, 
revealing your bid. Your bid is how lying,
desperate, hoarding, manipulative, cheating
and theiving you are about getting enough
food for your family and this will result in
Shame. 

If multiple people have the same bid, the
Party Leader decides who picks first. 
Players get to pick exactly 1 Forage card
and put it in their hand, or draw 1 Action
card. If you pick a Forage card, you must
draw Shame cards equal to your bid. Do
not look at them. Their value varies, so you
do not know how much Shame you have
until the end of the game. Anyone who does
not pick a Forage card does not draw
Shame for their bid and gets to draw an
Action card. Any unclaimed communal For-
age cards are then removed from play.

If your party has zero points of Health (like
a party where only small children are left),
you have to bid zero. Any Forage or Action
cards that this player gains or uses are 
assumed to be things that the other Settlers
do for these children out of mercy (but you
can still accumulate Shame from Actions
played).

Hunger step
Each Party requires 1 point of Food per
healthy Settler (white Health numbers) and
1 point of Food per two weakened Settlers
(black Health numbers). You round Food 
requirements up, so if you have 3 weakened
Settlers, this will require 2 Food. All players
put any Forage cards they intend to use
face-down in front of them and reveal them
in turn order. For purposes of Actions,
things are in the Graveyard (or not) based
on the Action. If you have Actions that give
you Food, you do not have to play them
until it is your turn to feed your Settlers.
Forage cards resolve in order from Party
Leader and to the left, and any conflicts are
decided by the Party Leader.

Example: Two players play a Forage card
that requires you remove a Frozen Ox from
the graveyard. This is done in party order,
in case there is only one Ox.
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If you play sufficient Forage cards or 
followup with Food-gaining Actions, your
Settlers stay at their current Health. If you
do not have sufficient Food, you have to
Weaken one Settler per point of Food 
you lack. Flip Healthy Settlers to the 
Weakened side, or lose an already 
Weakened one. There are a few rules for
this, make sure all players know them:

•You must do something to generate Food
every turn if you have it available (this
could be Forage or an Action card). You
do not have to fully feed your Party, but
you must play something to give you
Food if you can.

•All of a player’s Settlers have to be 
Weakened before any of them die of 
starvation. Actions can still knock them
off in any order, however.

•Being Weakened or starving from Hunger
first applies to the oldest, then youngest
Settlers in your Party. Any Settlers in 
between can be affected in any order.

•If any of your Settlers die of starvation in
a round, stop applying Hunger effects.
Draw 1 Shame card for each point of
Hunger remaining after that death. You
cannot have more than one Settler die
from hunger in a round.

Example: George, Tamsen and Elitha are
all Weakened. Since this is 3 Weakened 
Settlers, they need 2 Food (1 Food per 2
Weakened Settlers, rounding up). If they
have no Food at all they suffer 2 points of
Hunger. George is the oldest and suffers 
effects first, dying of starvation. There is
still 1 point of Hunger left, but George is
looking mighty tasty about now. George
goes to the Graveyard, that player draws 1
Shame token and Tamsen and Elitha are
assumed to be fed for the turn.

When a Settler dies for any reason, put
them in the ‘Graveyard’ pile, so everyone
can see who has died. Put any Frozen Ox
cards used there as well, to one side. Some
cards (like Grave Robbing)‚ say to remove
a card from the graveyard, and these or
any other card that has the word ‘removed’
applied to it is removed from the game (e.g.
you cannot do Ox Hide Stew on the same
Frozen Ox twice). 

Actions
Most Actions can be played at any time
(often after Forage cards are revealed), 
and with the exception of Pistol and Rifle,
Actions usually fully resolve before other
Actions take effect. If two people play 
Actions at the same time, the Party Leader
decides which one resolves first. When you
play an Action, put it back in the Action
deck and shuffle it a bit.

Actions have a red number in the lower
right. This is how many Shame cards you
draw when this Action resolves (if it does
not resolve, you lose the Action but do not
draw any Shame). If you run out of Shame
cards, draw them from other players. If an
Action has a negative number it means you
take some of your face-down Shame cards
and put them back in the Shame deck. You
have done something uplifting that reduces
the Shame hanging over your family.

You can only have 3 Action cards in your
hand. If you would acquire more than 3 you
either immediately play Action cards so
that you only have 3 left, or shuffle the 
excess back into the deck. If a player needs
to draw an Action and there are none, all
players discard an Action first.

Game end
The game ends when the “Final Rescue”
card becomes visible to any player, or if 
the Forage deck is out of cards at the start
of the turn. In either case, the game ends 
immediately and no Actions can be played
in response to the game ending. The game
ends in March of 1847. Or, everyone could
starve to death first.

The player with the highest point total wins:

•each healthy Settler: +5 points
•each weakened Settler: +3 points
•oldest surviving Settler: +3 points
•youngest surviving Settler: +3 points
•3 surviving Family (color): +2 points

However, the player(s) with the highest
Shame total lose, regardless of point total,
and if this is the case, victory goes to the
player with the next highest points. Ties are
decided by whoever has the least Shame.
While unlikely, if only one player survives,
they automatically win, since they will
write the  history...
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Post-mortem
Of the 81 people who entered the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains and got stuck there 
for the winter, only 45 survived. About 
two-thirds of the women and children 
survived, but about two-thirds of the men
and children younger than six died. The
youngest survivor was 1 year old. No one
over the age of 51 survived. 

Counting the trip up to the camps, 2 died
from accident or complications, 4 or 5 were
murdered (some deaths are uncertain), and
at least 17 of the dead were cannibalized.
The most unusual death was William Hook,
who made it out in a late February relief 
effort but gorged himself so much upon
reaching safety that he died as a result.

The last rescue effort arrived on March 14,
1847. Later efforts were turned back by bad
weather. A salvage expedition to recover
possessions discovered Lewis Keseberg still
alive in mid-April, with a pot of human flesh
on his campfire. He was nearly lynched on
the spot.

The site of the Donner camp was about 160
kilometers from their eventual destination,
which in good weather could have been
walked in less than a week. But with snow
several meters deep, bad weather at every
turn, and low stamina made worse by the
elevation, it was nearly impossible. The one
group of 10 men and 5 women that tried it
with homemade snowshoes got caught in a
blizzard and lost 8 men (and cannibalized
7) before reaching civilization on January
18, 1847. They left camp with 6 days of 
meager rations. It took 33 days to reach
help. Their survival galvanized the rescue
missions that eventually reached the other
stranded settlers.

The Donner Party is a cautionary tale of
what lurks in all of us. While unprepared
for the rigors of the wild and it cost them
dearly, they were ordinary, “civilized” 
people. But hardship drove them to theft,
murder and cannibalism in short order,
doing everything in their power to save
themselves and their families, regardless of
the eventual cost. And odds are, we would
do the same.

Strategy
This is a competitive/cooperative game.
The amount of communal Forage cards
drawn each round depends on how many
players are left, and the better this is, the
faster you go through the deck to the final
rescue. But at the same time, deteriorating
winter conditions mean there is not enough
food to keep everyone healthy. As Settlers
weaken, there is less personal foraging,
which means less food, which means more
weakness. And so you have to start bidding
more for Forage and looking at Actions to
make up the difference. The question is
how much Shame you will accumulate to
stay alive, and how long you have to hold
out before rescue finally arrives.

Optional rules
For any game of 2 or 3 players you can
add a ‘AI’ player using the normal setup.
The AI bids using a set of face-down Bid
cards with values 0, 0, 1, 2 and bids the
value of 2 of them, chosen randomly 
(giving it a bid of 0 to 3). It simply spends
its Forage and Actions as needed each
round to try and keep its Party fully fed.
This makes the AI a random competitor
that will not act cooperatively and will 
occasionally snag Forage that players 
really need. All cards the AI gains are left
face-up and may be played by the person to
the right of the Party Leader, who also
makes Hunger and other decisions for the
AI. The AI is never Party Leader (skip over
it). The AI does accumulate Shame but does
not win or lose unless you want it to.
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